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MATERIAL CULTURE or ARTEFACTS 
TERMS RELATING TO SUBSISTENCE ACTIVITIES

The terminology relating to the building and structure of the traditional house may 
prove relevant, for example, if some of its parts are named after human body parts, 
as well as being useful from a comparative perspective.

Terms: plants, verbs denoting actions and events in the agricultural economy, often 
extractable from origin myths on cultivated plants, the lexicon relating to types of 
swidden agriculture and phases of cultivation enables the extraction of important 
data on the organization of agricultural work as well as comparative observations.



SHAMANISM / RITUALS
Kuikuro 

lexicon 
a key thematic field for many 
societies

Ideally, the lexicon would 
include all the terms 
designating supernatural beings 
or entities, explicating them 
individually and as a whole, 
and associating them with 
etiology, the classification and 
denomination of illnesses, cures, 
rituals, masks



HOW / WHERE TO DOCUMENT (THIS KIND OF)
LEXICAL KNOWLEDGE ?

from a previous lecture

Metalinguistic knowledge, 

manifest in the native speakers’ 
ability to provide interpretation and 
systematizations for linguistc units 
and events 

(Himmelmann 1998)



Woodbury, Anthony C. 2003.
"Defining documentary linguistics", 
in: P.K. Austin (ed.) Language Documentation and Description 1: 35-
51. 



PRINCIPLES OF LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION

done in interdisciplinary teams: linguists + other specialists,

outsiders and insiders: speech community is involved not only as

„informants”

done for various purposes

published electronically (and on paper)

stored in digital archives

contains written, audio and video material

documents the use of the language in various situations



SlideShare

http://slideplayer.com/slide/6623187/


Towards a multimedia encyclopaedic lexicon for the Marquesan and Tuamotuan 
languages 



Language archives: they’re not just for linguists any 
more
Gary Holton

While many language archives were originally conceived for the purpose of preserving

linguistic data, these data have the potential to inform knowledge beyond the narrow

field of linguistics. Today language archives are being used by people without formal

linguistic training for purposes not necessarily envisioned by the original creators of the

language documentation. 

The DoBeS Archive is particularly well-placed to become an 

important resource for cultural documentation, since many of the DoBeS projects have

been interdisciplinary in nature, documenting language within its broader social and

cultural context. In this paper I present a perspective from a legacy archive created well

before the modern era of digital language documentation exemplified by the DoBeS

program. In particular, I describe two types of non-linguistic uses which are becoming

increasingly important at the Alaska Native Language Archive.



All Alaska Native languages are extremely endangered, and for most, the youngest 
speakers are already age 70 or older.

As the number of speakers continues to decline, there has been a marked increase in 
language revitalization. And these efforts increasingly turn to ANLA as a resource for 
developing derived or secondary language materials. 

For no language is this more evident than it is for Eyak. In 2008 Eyak became the first 
Alaska Native language to disappear in recent times. While all of Alaska’s 19 
remaining languages are severely endangered, the Eyak situation is in many ways 
exceptional. In most situations of language shift, it is difficult to identify a “last 
speaker”. Rather, as knowledge of language erodes, the criteria which define a fluent 
speaker adapt, creating new last speakers.

But in the case of Eyak the break-up and scattering of the community of speakers led 
to a large generational gap in transmission, with the last few speakers actually 
outliving their immediate descendants. 



Eyak Language Project

In a very real sense, Marie Smith Jones was indeed the last Native speaker of Eyak; no partial or semi-speakers 
survive. 

… the only surviving sources of information about the language are found in the archival documentation at ANLA.

http://www.eyakpreservationcouncil.org/eyak-culture/eyak-langauge-project/


Creating educational materials in language documentation projects 
Creating innovative resources for linguistic research
Ulrike Mosel

Hierarchical model of LD



“commodification of  endangered languages”

“Linguists’ professional obligations to field communities are often formulated 
in terms of transacted objects rather than through knowledge sharing, joint 
engagement in language maintenance activities or other kinds of 
interactionally-defined achievements.” 

“Community members often also report sometimes feeling that the linguist 
comes in, reifies the language, turns it into a commodity  and then takes it 
away.”

Bowern, Claire 2011. „Planning a language-documentation project”, in P.K. Austin & J.Sallabank (eds.) The 
Cambridge Handbook of Endangered Languages. Cambridge University Press, 459-482.

Dobrin, Lise M., Peter K. Austin & David Nathan 2009. "Dying to be counted: the commodification of 
endangered languages in documentary linguistics", in: P.K. Austin (ed.), Language Documentation and 
Description 6: 37–52. London: SOAS.



problems with the hierarchical model

even if a standard orthography has already been developed, creating educational materials from a Language 
Documentation Corpus may turn into a discouraging task for a number of reasons: 

1. the texts of the Language Documentation Corpus represent spontaneous or elicited speech and may be 
difficult to understand because of repetitions, hesitation phenomena, and missing information 

2. the texts may contain expressions like loan or swear words that are not acceptable for teachers 

3. the people who are involved in the production of the Educational Materials do not know how to exploit the 
Language Documentation Corpus

4. the texts may not include contents or registers and genres that are considered useful or suitable for the 
prospective users of the planned materials

The first and the second problem can be solved by editing the transcripts, and the third one by training, though once the 
documentation is finished, it may be difficult for the linguist to find the time and the money to conduct training courses or
help individual community members to derive Educational Materials from the Language Documentation Corpus . The 
fourth problem cannot be solved because the Language Documentation Corpus simply does not provide any suitable 
resources for Educational Materials .



The integrative model of  language 
documentation

applies collaborative methods of language documentation which combine fieldwork 
with teaching, training, and mentoring native speakers for sustainable documentation 
projects.

In this approach it is the indigenous language documenters who decide on the content, 
the purpose, and the format of the Language Documentation Corpus, while the linguist 
works as their adviser in technological, organizational, and linguistic matters, 
explaining to them what can be done with the available resources and which kind of 
genres and topics would be the most suitable to begin with.

Grinevald, Colette 2003. „Speakers and documentation of endangered languages”, in: P. K. Austin (ed.) 
Language Documentation and Description 1: 52–72. London: SOAS.

Mosel, Ulrike. 2006. „Fieldwork and community language work”, in J. Gippert, N.P. Himmelmann & U. 
Mosel (eds.) Essentials of Language Documentation. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 67–85.



The first products of language documentation in this Integrative 
Model are certainly not:

a comprehensive dictionary and recordings, transcriptions, and 
edited versions of conversations, but 

stories that are frequently told in the community or descriptions of 
certain activities that are considered as useful texts and are easily 
recorded and transcribed. 

Thus, from the very beginning, the team will work on building a 
Language Documentation Corpus that includes educational 
materials for children, teachers, or the general public, but 
probably excludes a collection of texts that have nothing to do 
with the community’s culture, such as translations from the contact 
language or elicited stories like the famous frog or pear stories.

In contrast to narratives and procedural texts, the recordings of 
natural conversations are too difficult to annotate and edit in the 
beginning of a Language Documentation project so that the 
production of conversational texts for learning-oriented materials 
can only be considered for a later stage of the project.



Linguists who depend on money from universities and scientific funding agencies may wonder if  
this kind of  collaborative fieldwork is compatible with their professional aims and obligations. 
The answer is definitely yes if  the compilation and annotation of  the LDC meets scientific 
standards and provides a reliable basis for linguistic and other research.

Justyna Olko & Tomasz Wicherkiewicz 2016. 
„Endangered Languages: in Search of a 
Comprehensive Model for Research and 
Revitalization”

In: J. Olko, T. Wicherkiewicz & R. Borges 
(eds.) Integral Strategies for Language 
Revitalization.

Warszawa: University of Warsaw Faculty of 
Artes Liberales 



Teop 
Oceanic Meso-Melanesian language
spoken by ca. 6,000 people in Papua New Guinea



1. Magum, Enoch Horai, Joyce Maion, Jubilie Kamai, Ondria Tavagaga, with Ulrike 

Mosel & Yvonne Thiesen (eds.) 2007. Amaa vahutate vaa Teapu. Teop legends. 
Kiel: Seminar für Allgemeine und Vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft, Christian 
Albrechts Universität. 

http://www.mpi.nl/dobes/projects/teop

2. Mahaka, Mark, Enoch Horai Magum, Joyce Maion, Naphtali Maion, Ruth Siimaa 
Rigamu, Ruth Saovana Spriggs & Jeremiah Vaabero, with Ulrike Mosel, Marcia 

Schwartz & Yvonne Thiesen 2010. A inu. The Teop-English dictionary of  house 
building. Kiel: Seminar für Allgemeine und Vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft, 

Christian Albrechts Universität. 

http://www.mpi.nl/dobes/projects/teop

http://www.mpi.nl/dobes/projects/teop
http://www.mpi.nl/dobes/projects/teop


1 = the very first book in the Teop language

40 edited versions of legends which were originally oral and narrated by 24 speakers, and it was produced in the following way:

1. recordings done by the linguist and native speakers

2. transcriptions done by native speakers, checked by the linguist, discussed with native speakers, revised and adjusted to a practical 
orthography developed by teachers in the 1980s, and eventually translated into English by the linguist with the help of native 
speakers

3. editorial work done by native speakers, checked by the linguist, discussed with the editor, revised and translated by the linguist 
with the help of native speakers; all writings done by hand because of the lack of electricity

4. oral and edited versions typed in Germany 

5. proofreading of all legends, and minor changes made independently by two teachers; changes discussed with both teachers

6. preliminary version typed in Germany

7. final proofreading done in PNG

8. printing done in Germany because there was no printing press in the Autonomous Region of Bougainville

9. copies of the book sent to Bougainville and officially launched

10. all legends archived in PDF format in the DoBeS archive and made accessible without registration



Educational materials

The problem with the hierarchical model is that even if a standard orthography has 
already been developed, creating educational materials from a Language 
Dpcumentation Corpus may turn into a daunting task for a number of reasons:

1. the texts of the Language Dpcumentation Corpus represent spontaneous or elicited 
speech and may be difficult to understand because of repetitions, hesitation 
phenomena, and missing information

2. the texts may contain expressions like loan or swear words that are not acceptable 
for teachers

3. the people who are involved in the production of the educational materials do not 
know how to exploit the Language Dpcumentation Corpus 

4. the texts may not include contents or registers and genres that are considered 
useful or suitable for the prospective users of the planned materials





Language archives: they’re not just for linguists any 
more
Gary Holton

While many language archives were originally conceived for the purpose of preserving

linguistic data, these data have the potential to inform knowledge beyond the narrow

field of linguistics. Today language archives are being used by people without formal

linguistic training for purposes not necessarily envisioned by the original creators of the

language documentation. 

The DoBeS Archive is particularly well-placed to become an 

important resource for cultural documentation, since many of the DoBeS projects have

been interdisciplinary in nature, documenting language within its broader social and

cultural context. In this paper I present a perspective from a legacy archive created well

before the modern era of digital language documentation exemplified by the DoBeS

program. In particular, I describe two types of non-linguistic uses which are becoming

increasingly important at the Alaska Native Language Archive.



All Alaska Native languages are extremely endangered, and for most, the youngest 
speakers are already age 70 or older.

As the number of speakers continues to decline, there has been a marked increase in 
language revitalization. And these efforts increasingly turn to ANLA as a resource for 
developing derived or secondary language materials. 

For no language is this more evident than it is for Eyak. In 2008 Eyak became the first 
Alaska Native language to disappear in recent times. While all of Alaska’s 19 
remaining languages are severely endangered, the Eyak situation is in many ways 
exceptional. In most situations of language shift, it is difficult to identify a “last 
speaker”. Rather, as knowledge of language erodes, the criteria which define a fluent 
speaker adapt, creating new last speakers.

But in the case of Eyak the break-up and scattering of the community of speakers led 
to a large generational gap in transmission, with the last few speakers actually 
outliving their immediate descendants. 



Eyak Language Project

In a very real sense, Marie Smith Jones was indeed the last Native speaker of Eyak; no partial or semi-speakers 
survive. 

… the only surviving sources of information about the language are found in the archival documentation at ANLA.

http://www.eyakpreservationcouncil.org/eyak-culture/eyak-langauge-project/


IMPORTANCE AND USE OF DICTIONARIES

Since dictionaries are more visible or salient to the public than are grammars or text 
collections, community members are more likely to have strong opinions about 
dictionaries. 

Speakers may object to dictionaries for religious, puristic, or political reasons. 

Other speakers will consider the dictionary (particularly a handsome paper copy to 
be displayed on a bookshelf) to be an emblematic part of their linguistic heritage. 

Extra care and diplomacy in securing community support and collaboration is crucial.

(Chelliah, Shobhana L. & Willem J. Reuse 2011. Handbook of descriptive linguistic 
fieldwork. Chapter 9: ”Lexicography in Fieldwork”)



EXAMPLES
a fictious dictionary of  a dead language

Virdainas

http://www.suduva.com/virdainas/






Zinkevičius Z. 1992. „A Polish-Yatvingian 
Vocabulary?”, Linguistic &                                                                                                                 
Oriental Studies from Poznań I: 99–133





Contextual dictionary of  Wymysiöryś
zah s.f. (pl -a)    1 yht gymaht fu materej, wu ej ny łanik = rzecz, przedmiot / thing, object.      2 yhta, wu mü zåjn gyendyt, 
jynt å cyl, wu mü zåjn gykrigt, ołys wos ej gyśon ån imyd interesjyt zih fu dam = sprawa / matter, business; Ny idy zah höt 
ind dan nymłikja wat, dy fejduł ej ufs ołder tojerer ån der pełc wyłwer (Mojmir).

zak s.m. (pl. zek, dim. zåkla)  å grusy tiöerba fum tüh, łoder oba popjyr, y wyły śtekt må fersidnikjy zaha nåj = wór, worek, 
torba, miech / bag, sack; Der wawer pakt ołys y dy zek åj, bo å höt łåjmyt gynüg (Mojmir). 

załatwjån v. yhta śofa, cym end maha = załatwiać / arrange, settle.

załc s.n. å wåjsy substancej mytum śiöefa gyśmak, wu ej bynöct s’asa cy wjyca oba fum heńbrengja cy bywjen = sól / salt; 
Opułn ho’h, ån uf załc wa’h oü nö derata (Mojmir).

załca v.str. (zułc; gyzałca) załc uf yhta rjyn = solić / to salt; Y Ałca ej dy puter gyzałca (Inga Danek).

załcgrüw s.f. å grüw, fu wyłer må załc roüzcoügt = kopalnia soli / salt mine; Y Wjelićka ej dy grysty załcgrüw ufer wełt 
(Mojmir).

załcmest s.f. (pl. Ø) 1 å klin fosła wu hełt må załc = solniczka /salt-cellar. 2Ufer friöed: å bow, s’måst ej dos dy pot fur 
junkweryn, wu fjyt dy goncy friöed, kłoüt śjyctühgjełd fun friöedagest, dy wihtiksty bow ufer friöed nör junkweryn = starościna 
na weselu / forewoman at the wedding, cf. załcmiöest.

załcmiöest cf. załcmest.





«Talking dictionaries» for endangered 
languages

National Geographic K. David Harrison from Swarthmore College 
discusses how small language societies are 
using technology to sustain themselves. 
Harrison also talks about working with the 
National Geographic Society under their 
Enduring Voices program. 

K. David Harrison on Enduring Voices

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/archive/projects/enduring-voices/talking-dictionaries/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GxZAbA3NuEM


Poland’s minority languages

QUIZ 1

http://pl.languagesindanger.eu/minority-pl/quiz-audio.php


Spring Semester:

Documentary Linguistics

(continued)

Language Revitalization

Tomasz Wicherkiewicz

Flores Farfán, José 
Antonio & Fernando 
Ramallo (eds.) 2010.

New Perspectives 
on Endangered 
Languages 
Bridging gaps 
between 
sociolinguistics, 
documentation 
and language 
revitalization.

John Benjamins


